WHAT'S AN Actor ID/SRN?

The economic operator will obtain a unique Actor ID/SRN for each actor role. If the economic operator has multiple roles, separated registration requests are required in order to obtain a different and specific Actor ID/SRN for each actor role.

VALIDATION PROCESS

The economic operator submits an actor registration request in EUDAMED. For non-EU manufacturers, its authorised representative verifies the registration request before passing it to the national competent authority for assessment. The national competent authority issues the Actor ID/SRN (generated by EUDAMED) after approving the registration request. EUDAMED notifies the Actor ID/SRN via email to the economic operator.

Example for Organisation A

Organisation A is situated in Belgium and acting as a manufacturer. This organisation will have to register via EUDAMED its actor for its single role. Following approval of the competent authority, its actor will be assigned as example the following Actor ID/SRN:

BE-MF-000000001

Example for Organisation B

Organisation B is situated in Belgium, and is acting as a manufacturer and importer. The organisation will have to register via EUDAMED an actor for each role of the organisation. Following approval of the competent authority, each actor will be assigned as example the following Actor ID/SRNs:

BE-MF-000000002 (for manufacturer actor)
BE-IM-000000003 (for importer actor)

Actor ID/SRN

Actor ID/SRN uniquely identifies every economic operator in EUDAMED. The Actor ID/SRN is issued once the relevant competent authority has validated the Actor registration request. The identifier generated by EUDAMED for an actor is called an SRN when the actor is a manufacturer, authorised representative or importer of MDR and/or IVDR devices that is registered pursuant to MDR Art 31/IVDR Art 28. Otherwise, the identifier is called an Actor ID.